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Techies are typically set when it comes to standard tablets, laptops, and smartphones. When gifting a gearhead, go for these tech-pro presents instead.
1. Fitbit Charge HR Wireless Heart Rate, Activity & Sleep Band (Blue) (http://d.sg/JA7)
Getting healthy becomes much more interesting when you can analyze the data. This band tracks your heart rate, activity, and sleep 24/7, right from your wrist. Plus,
when using Move, the latest version of DICK’s Sporting Good’s app, your giftee can earn DICK’s ScoreCard reward points for achieving activity goals. It’s the gift that
keeps on giving!
2. Beats by Dr. Dre Powerbeats 2 Wireless Earphones (Blue) (http://d.sg/JA8)
Create a wireless workout for someone on your list. These earphones use Bluetooth technologies to keep hands free and active, while providing a comfortable fit
whether running or working out at the gym. Pair it up with the perfect playlist to add a personal touch to a complete gift.
3. FUGOO Multi Mount for Tough & Sport Bluetooth Wireless Speaker (http://d.sg/JA9)
This on-the-go speaker means your giftee can add tunes to any big adventure. Compatible with the FUGOO Tough and Sport Bluetooth Wireless Speaker, the
mounting system features a tripod, rope/carabiner loop and strap/belt clip for endless options when skating, snowboarding, climbing, hiking, biking and more.
4. GoPro HERO4 Session Camera (http://d.sg/JAA)
This camera is the smallest and lightest of the GoPro line, but still offers the same great image resolution. The giftee on your list will love this take-anywhere,
ruggedly tough piece of technology that allows them to capture life from all angles and dive right in to editing all the footage.
5. Homedics Black Scale Body Composition Analyzer (http://d.sg/JAB)
If accurate body measurements are top on your tech-savvy, fitness enthusiast’s wish list, then this is the gift for them. Advanced technology allows this scale to
more accurately estimate body fat, body water, muscle mass, and bone mass to help users achieve their ideal healthy lifestyle and goals.

6. Compex Edge Muscle Stimulator (http://d.sg/JAC)
Help your favorite competitor gain an extra edge with this stimulation system that is great for pre- and post-workouts. With built-in programs like the Resistance
Program, which powers up muscles, the Active Recovery Program, which aids recovery, and the Endurance Program, which targets slow twitch muscle fibers, this
system is fully customizable.
7. Soleus GPS Turbo Running Watch (http://d.sg/JAD)
Provide the perfect training partner for the runner on your list. This watch has lots of fun features, including the ability to track speed, pace, distance, and calories
burned, which can then be uploaded to a computer or smartphone using the USB to keep tabs on progress.
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